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This presentation

What the AHSNs do – a video and some principles

How our principles and capabilities support quality and transformation –

examples of impact across:

- Pathways

- ITP point solutions

- Business support and economic growth



Cultivation



Cultivation: the 

wall of love



Cultivation: 

the air cover



Principle: Leave your team shirt at the door









ITP – evidencing the AHSNs’ unique value

•72% of eligible sites adopted
EndoCuff – from 17 sites to 

101 & from 1,500 unit to 
39,000 in 12 months

•67% of eligible sites adopted
SecurAcath – from 55 sites 
to 92 and from 7,830 units 

to 84,000 in 12 months

•NICE guidance suggests savings of over 
£700,000

HeartFlow – from 7 sites to 
34 and from 86 scans 

analysed to 3,289 in 12 
months

•Saving the NHS between £620,00 and 
£350,000 in bed days (approx. 900 bed days)

Urolift – from 24 to 66 sites 
and from 1,200 to 2,202 

patients treated in 12 
months



188
additional 

jobs
safeguarded

691 
jobs 

created, 
more than 
our entire 
1st licence

2,589
companies 
that AHSNs 

have 
supported

Economic Growth impacts 2018 - 19

£151M 
investment 
leveraged, 

£60M above 
our target



“We can only deliver a sustainable 
and transformed NHS through 

collaboration, working across local 
systems and organisational 

boundaries. 

“CCGs - as leading players in STPs -
draw on AHSNs’ experience in 

spreading approaches across wider 
footprints and sharing best practice 

across regional geographies, 
translating these to take local 
circumstances into account.”

Dr Graham Jackson, Co-
Chair, NHS Clinical 

Commissioners



“AHSNs are crucial sources to help 
re-energise and expand the 

immensely important work on 
making healthcare as safe as it can 
be; harnessing their knowledge and 

their will and dedication.

“I’m thrilled to see the Patient Safety 
Collaboratives gaining more and 

more energy to learn together. This 
is a very bold and important 

endeavour, one of the largest patient 
safety initiatives in the history of the 

world.”

Don Berwick, President 
Emeritus & Senior Fellow, 
Institute for Healthcare 

Improvement


